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This project converts the existing Aspect Call Center technology (implemented in 1993) to the State’s Enterprise Avaya 
Call Center Elite. This technology provides additional options for customers to contact DMV – through phone, fax, IVR, 
e-mail, web, SMS/text, chat and virtual hold. Through its business improved technology, the system will provide to 
customers increased functions to conduct at home self-service DMV transactions. System enhancements will increase 
customer service while providing shorter customer wait times.

Since the current phone system is at ‘End of Life’ and has experienced several system failures – the new system will 
bring stability and expanded services and ultimately a higher level of customer service and satisfaction. 

In addition, DMV will now have a quality disaster recovery plan while co-opting with BEST on an off-site system back 
up. 

This project goes beyond technology solutions and encompasses organization structure, business processes and related 
HR components. DMV will be implementing a centralized “Contact Center” which will consolidate four independent 
call centers into one step level center with state of the art technology. In addition, it will provide for the implementation 
and intergration of a Customer relationship Management (CRM) component which is designed to manage and maintain 
customer relationships.

Phase 2 of the projects seeks to analyze options to implement kiosks across the state, as well as evaluate the top usability 
issues with the DMV website. These analyses will position us to more quickly pursue solutions that will strengthen 
DMV’s self-service options. 



Summary of Progress Achieved to Date:

Issues and Risks:

Next Steps & Project Milestones:

Draw down of funds have been processed and approved. The Project Phase 1 has been broken down into two Parts - Part 
1 and Part 2. The first part of the project, which is focused on planning and data collection is manufacturer agnostic.  
This means the information gathered for the design of the database is pertinent to the business function and design of 
the contact center not the actual application.  This allows the project to move forward while Avaya continues to 
emerge from reorganization.  In the very unlikely event, that Avaya's timeline is greatly extended and unable to meet 
DMV/BEST needs Altura can use the data gathered to build another manufacturer’s application if needed. This concept 
has been looked upon favorably by the BEST/DMV Executive Leadership and the DMV Executive/Steering Committee. 
We have reviewed the 'new' SOWS - Part 1 & Part 2 and are currently awaiting the final ‘Scope of Work’sign-offs. Two 
purchase orders will be issued outlining the different phases and deliverables.  In addition, we are seeking legal review 
of the final wording, areas of responsibilities, and final cost review before a purchase order will be issued. 

We have established several agency workgroups dealing with data collection for IVR informational design; a 
Technology Committee dealing with the review of the Altura submitted ‘Scope of Work and Design”; a Businees Users 
Team and a Project Leadership Team reviewing the Project Plan and attainment of goals. 

An Executive Steering Committee has been formed which will monitor project goals, set overall project direction and 
monitor compliance with the Project plan.

Presentations have been made to project staff, top executive management, team leaders and all workgroups.

Currently, we continue to work with the vendor to finalize the functional specifications of the IVR applications. This 
work includes identifying the various systems to be accessed, the individual data elements, the characteristics of the 
elements and the method(s) used to retrieve the data. 

Work is proceeding on updating current call flow documentation and we continue to review current IVR announcements 
to provide for efficient call resolution without customers having to navigate through IVR menus. Call Center supervisors 
are conducting agent skill assessments which will determine proper call routing and staffing tiered levels necessary for 
first call resolution. 

The Human Resources unit is assisting in reviewing multi-level job specifications in order to determine proper 
placement classification. We are currently utilizing an Erlang-C algorithm to assist us in determining future centralized 
contact center staffing needs. 

Weekly technical/‘Scope of Services’ meetings are held with the technology and leadership groups. A newly formed call 
transition committee has been formed to analyze call data for a 'pilot process' to transfer calls from a current call center 
to the main center. This will be used as the model for consolidation of calls to the new Contact Center when 
implemented. 

Work continues on preparing the Project Plan and a revised project timeline. 

There are two issues that we consider to be risks:

1. The AVAYA reorganization is scheduled for final consideration on November 15, 2017 which will cause 
a December 15, 2017 implementation date. This would push our final testing and acceptance to April/May 
2018. In the event that AVAYA is unable to successfully reorganize an alternative vendor would need to be 
selected. It should be noted, that Altura Communication Solutions is the lead contractor in the Contact Center 
Project, and would provide alternate vendor solutions acceptable to DMV/BEST.

2. Since our current system is at 'End of Life' any additional delays pose a risk. Internally we have taken steps to 
mitigate a total system failure by recommissioning an exsisting no frills ACD and have made the necessary 
programming changes.

We are finalizing the ‘Scope of Services,’ areas of responsibilities and complete the Project Plan with a revised timeline.

We will issue the necessay Purchase Orders after the appropriate legal review. 

Planning will begin on a formal project kickoff once the vendor’s Project Manager is assigned and the incorporated 
Project Plan is completed.

Our leadership workgroup will complete the data collection phase, finalize refinement of the technical work plan and 
move the project to the implementation stage.

Complete the Contact Center design and analysis which includes agent groups, hunt groups, Vector Directory Numbers, 
announcements, system settings, etc. 

Project management will document weekly progress and problems/delays and report to the Executive Steering 
Committee which now meets weekly.


